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Duration: 18’ 12”  
 
 
STRUCTURAL NOTES 
 
 
The large scale structure of this piece is loosely based on Corelli’s and Stamitz’s antecedent to 

four part symphonic form and the movements of Haydn’s Symphony No.104 (e.g., I Adagio-

Allegro, II Andante, III Allegro Minuet and Trio, and IV rondo form); although all of my sections 

temporally overlap and have dynamic peaks at Letter P and midway between Letters F and I 

(see diagram below). Another pre-compositional consideration was the overall duration of < 

19’; the generally recognized maximum length for retaining the best play back quality on one 

side of a long playing (33 1/3  rpm) vinyl record.1 

 

 

Large scale structure; Symphony No.1 (2020) 

 

After the adagio introduction, the sonata form elements from Letter A to F are (loosely 

speaking) an exposition of contrasting Prime and OG material from Letter A to B, a development 

                                                           
1
 Having (through my touring drumming practice) had first-hand experience of vinyl sales increasing over the last 

couple of decades, aspiring to vinyl is a pragmatic (although always romantic and perhaps less environmentally 

friendly) consideration. 



section where the themes are varied and interspersed from 8 bars after Letter B, and a 

recapitulation of the slightly altered theme that begins 6 bars before Letter E.  Although the 

repeats turn the second section (Letter F to I) into a binary (rather than the traditional ternary) 

construct, as the material at Letter G pre-empts the next section, there are at least three sub-

sections involved. A loose minuet-trio-minuet (ABA) structure is next employed where the first 

A (minuet) section spans Letter I to J, Letter L corresponds to the B (trio) section, and Letter M 

to O spans the last/second A section. The rondo form (A-B-A-C-A-D-A) of the finale is 

approximated thematically whereby A = bar 305 (Letter P), B = bar 310, A = bar 323 (Letter Q), C 

= bar 331 (Letter R), A = bar 339, D = bar 343, and A = bar 348 (Letter S).  

 

Mindful of Mahler’s statement that “a symphony’s possibilities must be like the world and 

embrace everything” (cited in Oestreich, 1994), the entry point for this piece was the opening 

(and closing) rhythmically centrosymmetric woodwind refrain (melodic cell) derived from the 

pitches of the (previously mentioned) 78-STET (A0 to E♭7) 35-pitch scale.  

 

 
Centrosymmetric melodic cell; Symphony No.1 (2020) 

 

This rhythmically non-retrogradable melodic cell pays harmonic homage to the oboe cadenza 

from the first movement (b.268) of Beethoven’s 5th (1808), which (after the suspended G5 pitch 



from the previous chord) is similarly derived from a centrosymmetric pitch collection (see 

diagram below), although this is not mentioned anywhere in the literature.2  

 

Oboe cadenza from Beethoven’s 5th (Op.67, b.268) 

 

As the juxtaposition of (and/or modulation between) intervallicaly related LIE scales is a 

cornerstone of my structural methodology, the extent to which LIE scalic modulation might be 

perceived along similar lines to key modulation is therefore of interest. Farbood suggests that a 

previously presented key could be “retained in memory after 15-20s in a new key. However, 

there was not enough evidence to conclude it persisted beyond 20s” (2016, p.71). This piece 

explores this 20 second (approx.) temporal limit as a chunking device for the placement of 

differing textural material. For example, the opening refrain begins at 5” with the OG refrain at 

27”; this is repeated at 48” and 1’ 10”. The next “oddball” trumpet entry begins at 1’ 35” 

followed by a return to the opening theme over a 5:4 metrically increased tempo (480 ÷ 5 = 96 

BPM, 480 ÷ 4 = 120 BPM) at 1’ 55” (Letter A), then at 2’ 15” a syncopated rhythmic shift is 

introduced. The 54” OG section from Letter B to C is divided into three parts and the 28” 

section from Letter C to D is divided into two parts of 16” and 12”. From Letter D the second 

“oddball” trumpet and string glissandi section is explicitly presented for 18” then more 

implicitly for 20”; followed by an 18” section of 3:2 hemiolas (bars 90 to 98). The next 38” 

section from 6 bars before Letter E to Letter F is sub-dived by the re-introduction of the refrain, 
                                                           
2
 It is possible that this cadenza is a reference to the [2, 1, 2] tetrachord underpinning the ancient Greek double 

octave systēma.  



and a scaled (extended) homomorphic version in the strings accompanied by the harp glissandi. 

The 60” section from Letter F to G is (arguably) divided into 3 chunks, as is the section from 

Letter G to I, which I refer to as the dawn chorus inspired section. From Letter I to L the 

staggered entry of this dawn chorus is explored and developed, eventually turning into a 

minuet (or minute waltz) of sorts at Letter L where the new tempo (180 BPM) at a 3/4 pulse 

lasts for 32” (and bars) before returning to 120 BPM compound time without losing any 

perceptual momentum, and ideally (as with the closing rit. sections from Letter T) forcing the 

orchestra into using/choosing a click track from the outset (although for this Symphony I left 

this to choice, without specific stipulation). From Letter M to Letter P (the onset of the finale) 

the “dance” section is chunked into (heard as) 2, 4 or 8 bar sections (4”, 8” or 16”), then from 

Letter Q to T this is homogenised into 8 bar chunks only.  

 

Although very few of these < 20” sections strictly correspond to scalic modulations (as such) 

they do allude to and perhaps provide a sense of larger scale temporal regularity. The more 

“strict” modulations are annotated in the score. The other psychoacoustic element of interest 

here regarding larger scale temporal perception is what is known as an oddball or deviant 

stimulus, which in this piece is first provided by the trumpet entries (see diagram below); this 

idea is also utilised in Symphony No.3. Nazari et al. (2018) suggest that “when a deviant 

stimulus is presented within a stream of homogeneous stimuli, its duration tends to be 

overestimated” (2018, p.425), and intriguingly that “oddballs occurring in later positions in the 

stream of stimuli are perceived to be longer than oddballs occurring in earlier positions” (ibid.). 

There is something perceptually coherent about this piece, and this might be due to the 



interpolation of 20” chunking and oddballs mapped onto a more traditional template. Similarly, 

this coherence may be reliant on the increased significance of harmonic modulations presented 

over a constant and (hopefully) precise temporal substrate?  

 

 

 

Oddballs and additional scales used in Symphony No.1 (2020) 

 



This piece was written with performance in mind, and the attention to its virtual realisation was 

a means of (ideally) encouraging a potential “live” outcome; a process which ended up taking as 

long, if not longer than the composition itself.3 
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As with all my scored work, this process involved writing at the piano, and then manually entering/scoring the 

results into the open source score writing software “Musescore”.  In this instance, each instrumental voice was 

then downloaded as a WAV file (string parts for example involved three files per part corresponding to pizz., arco, 

and tremolo) and then imported into “Tracktion” where the “Spitfire audio” BBC Symphony orchestra (and various 

other open source or “free”) samples were assigned. The finished tracks were then mixed in Cakewalk (my DAW of 

choice at the time), and mastered using “Adobe Audition”. 


